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1. Milton compares Eve to _______
   a) Jove b) Philadelphia c) Dalila d) Helen

2. Which one is not uttered by Satan?
   a) Whoever aspires to rise high must be prepared to fall low.
   b) Adam should serve to him after his fall.
   c) Growth, sense and reason are all summed up in man.
   d) Eve deserves to live in Heaven, adored by angels.

3. Adam and Eve cover themselves with fig-leaves. These fig-leaves were like the fig-trees growing in _____
   a) Malabar b) Athens c) Panama d) Heaven

4. Who is portrayed in this line?
   He’s somewhat lewd; but a well-meaning mind;
   Weeps much; fights little; but is wond’rous kind.
   a) Octavius b) Ventidius c) Antony d) Alexas

5. Whom did Dryden refer to as “virtue and innocence” in his preface of All for Love?
   a) Octavia b) Cleopatra c) Nile d) Serapion

6. Dryden wrote the play, All for Love to give an advice to his patron ______
   a) Montaigne, the Earl of Hamton
   b) Roger Smith, the Earl of Wellington
   c) Thomas Osborne, the Earl of Danby
   d) William Dunbar, the Earl of Rugby

7. Match the following.
   1. Act I - a) Cleopatra shows a letter from Octavius
   2. Act II - b) Cleopatra and Octavia have an argument
   3. Act III - c) the description of foreboding omens by Serapion
4. Act IV  
   a) 1- c 2-a 3-b 4-d  
   b) 1- a 2-c 3-d 4-b  
   c) 1- d 2-a 3-b 4-c  
   d) 1- a 2-c 3-b 4-d

8. Mark Antony is defeated by Caesar's nephew, Caesar Octavius, in the battle of  
   a) Actium b) Temple of Iris c) Egypt  d) Tiber

9. Cleopatra, acting on Alexas's counsel, gives Mark Antony ______ as a symbol of her love.  
   a) Ruby bracelet b) Gold ring c) Conch  d) Necklace

10. Dryden calls All for Love the fruits of ______  
    a) Winter  b) Spring c) Summer d) Autumn

11. Who says that he is a “Roman, bred to the rules of soft humanity”?  
    a) Ventidius b) Antony c) Dollabella d) Octavius

12. Who was a loyal soldier who loved Cleopatra?  
    a) Alexas b) Serapion c) Myris  d) Dollabella

13. “the cure of all ills” refers to ____  
    a) Snake  b) Sword c) Medicine d) Love

14. Who persuades Cleopatra to flirt with Dollabella in order to make Antony jealous?  
    a) Charmion  b) Alexas c) Agrippina d) Iras

15. Which one is wrong in the statements given?  
    a) Dryden has observed the unities of time and place in All for Love.  
    b) Dryden acknowledged the famous story of Antony and Cleopatra.  
    c) Dryden quotes the French essayist Michel de Montaigne in All for Love.  
    d) Dryden wrote and published in 1678.
16. The Epilogue of The School for Scandal includes an elaborate parody of a famous speech in Shakespeare's ________
   a) Othello  b) Julius Caesar  c) Macbeth  d) Tempest

17. Who called The School for Scandal "perhaps the best existing English comedy of intrigue"?
   a) Charles Lamb  b) Edmund Gosse  c) Wycherley  d) Robert Baddeley

18. The Epilogue of The School for Scandal was written by ______
   a) George Colman  b) Tony Randall  c) Samuel Barber  d) William Hazlitt

19. The Prologue written by Sheridan is a tribute to ______
   a) Mr. James Smith  b) Mrs. John Crewe  c) Mrs. Elizabeth  d) Mr. Adams

20. Who is called ‘The Modern Congreve’?
   a) Goldsmith  b) Sheridan  c) Dryden  d) Wycherley

21. What is the full name of Sheridan?
   a) Richard Brinsley Butler Sheridan  b) Richard Brinsley Sheridan
   c) Richard Bradley Sheridan  d) Richard Broadway Sheridan

22. Where did Lady Teazle grow up?
   a) The country  b) London  c) An orphanage  d) London

23. How many acts are there in “The School for Scandal”?
   a) 2  b) 3  c) 4  d) 5

24. What is Charles and Joseph’s last name?
   a) Backbite  b) Sneerwell  c) Surface  d) Crabtree

25. Sir Oliver has been travelling to _____
   a) East Indies  b) Ireland  d) Russia  d) China
26. The great flood lasted for ______ days.
   a) 23       b) 30       c) 35       d) 40

27. ______ was published posthumously.
   a) To His Coy Mistress    b) A cradle song  c) The Rape of the Lock
   d) Byzantium

28. Stanzas of six lines are called _____.
   a) couplet    b) tercet   c) sestet   d) septet

29. Herbert spent the final years of his life in ________.
   a) St. Andrews Church, Bemerton b) The university of Oxford
   c) The Globe Theatre           d) The Court of King James I

30. Who never published his poetry?
   a) Andrew Marvell  b) Henry Fielding  c) Wilfred Owen  d) George Herbert

31. In the poem ‘The Pulley’ _____ was given secondly to man following the first one
    ‘strength!’
   a) wisdom    b) honor    c) beauty    d) pleasure

32. In ‘Samson Agonistes’, his Captors are celebrating a festival in honour of ______, one of the Gods they worship.
   a) Manoa    b) Dagon    c) Samson    d) Adam and Eve

33. The phrase, “Eyeless in Gaza” refers to _______.
   a) Milton    b) Samson Agonistes  c) Job    d) Aldous Huxley

34. Samson lost his power because of his desire for ________.
   a) defeating Harapha  b) God  c) Dalila  d) defeating enemies

35. Belinda was playing a card game called ________.
   a) Ombre     b) Go fish    c) Rummy    d) Pig
36. Baron borrows a pair of scissors from _______.
   a) Sylphs  b) Belinda  c) Umbriel  d) Clarissa

37. The final form of the poem ‘The Rape of the Lock’ was published with the addition of _____ speech in good humour.
   a) Baron’s  b) Belinda’s  c) Clarissa’s  d) Pope’s

38. ‘The Rape of the Lock’ by Pope published in 1714 had _______ canto version.
   a) Two  b) Four  c) Five  d) Six

39. The Baron, one of Belinda’s suitors, greatly admires _______ locks of hair and conspires to steal one.
   a) Two  b) three  c) one  d) none

40. William Blake’s ‘Holy Thursday’ is a/an _______.
   a) Ode  b) Emblem poem  c) Ballad  d) Spiritual lyrics

41. The poem ‘Stanzas to Mr. Bentley’ was written by ________.
   a) John Donne  b) Matthew Arnold  c) Thomas Gray  d) William Collins

42. ‘Hassan: The Camel Driver’ was written by ________.
   a) William Blake  b) Matthew Arnold  c) Thomas Gray  d) William Collins

43. “Pope has made familiar things new and new things familiar” – who said this?
   a) Doctor Johnson  b) John Donne  c) Spencer  d) Matthew Arnold

44. In the poem ‘The Pulley’ which blessing is with held by the God?
   a) wisdom  b) honor  c) beauty  d) rest

45. The poem ‘To The Muses’ was published in _______.
   a) English Verse I  b) English Verse II  
   c) Songs of Innocence  d) The Golden Threshold
46. The poem ‘The Bard’ by Thomas Gray is a/an ________.
   a) Elegy  b) Ode  c) Pindaric Ode  d) Mock epic

47. The lines “Our sweetness up into one ball” occurred in
   a) The Pulley  b) Samson Agonistes  c) To His Coy Mistress  d) Affliction

48. George Herbert’s single collection of poems is known as ________.
   a) The Temple  b) Sincere Confession  c) Pandora’s Box  d) Mostellaria

49. Belinda is the representative of fashionable women of ________ century.
   a) 17th  b) 18th  c) 16th  d) 19th

50. Alexander Pope’s masterpiece is ________.
   a) The Rape of the Lock  b) Windsor Forest  c) The Dunciad  d) Dr. Arbuthnot
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